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The game is equipped with advanced technology. The game
is based on the historical air battles of World War II, with
elements of modern combat. A player becomes a pilot, the

aircraft and bombs for it, designing and moving around.
Game of the year. Overview Lock On: Modern Air Combat
FULL ISOl Download: ( Overview: The game is equipped

with advanced technology. The game is based on the
historical air battles of World War II, with elements of

modern combat. A player becomes a pilot, the aircraft and
bombs for it, designing and moving around. ( Description

Lock On: Modern Air Combat FREE FULL iSOl Download:
Lock On: Modern Air Combat is a modern combat flight

simulation. The game is equipped with advanced technology.
The game is based on the historical air battles of World War
II, with elements of modern combat. Key Features Lock On:

Modern Air Combat is one of the modern combat flight
simulator games. Gameplay Lock On: Modern Air Combat
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features amazing levels of realism and is played on top of an
HD environment. There is no driving, and there is no

shooting. The game is played entirely on an interactive
platform that puts the player in the cockpit of the aircraft.

The player moves around the game world, looks down to the
ground, the left, and the right. The player even looks up and
down. The player flies with a number of combat aircraft. For
example, the player flies a helicopter and a fighter jet. The

player can even use nuclear aircraft. The player takes part in
urban air battle in World War II, for example, air battles in

London or Prague, and also takes part in air battle in the
desert. Lock On: Modern Air Combat game features realistic

environment. The game world is made out of natural and
unique world objects.

Lock On: Modern Air Combat (FULL ISO). NAME: Lock
On: Modern Air Combat GENRE: Simulator PLATFORM:
PC DEVELOPER: SSI USA PUBLISHER: Ubi Soft Europa
Publication type: License Interface language: Russian Voice

language: Russian Subtitle language: Russian - Operating
system: Microsoft Windows Vista (SP2)/7/8 64-bit*SP2 -

DirectX: DirectX 11 - Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2
GHz/AMD Athlon 64 Dual - 2.25 GHz - RAM: 4 GB - Hard
disk space: 8 GB - Video card: GeForce GTX 460/Radeon

HD 5850/DirectX 11 - Sound card: DirectX 10 compatible -
Optional: Keyboard, mouse. EDITION FEATURES:
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